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Fresh from her battle with Morgan Le Faye, Sabrina Foxworth is about to face the greatest and

most dangerous challenge of her life…Cooking a Thanksgiving Meal.Now that the Lost

Children of Camelot have come home and she's found a happiness she never knew possible,

Bri wants to make their first holiday together a memorable and loving one. But between a

missing father, her sexy but suddenly secretive vampire Knight, the warring Mayfairs and her

own inability to master the art of boiling water, will the Great Light be able to pull it off?If you

could live forever, what would you choose to live for?She chose…them.



This is a work of fiction. Names, characters, places, and incidents are products of the author’s

imagination or are used fictitiously and are not to be construed as real. Any resemblance to

actual events, locales, organizations, or persons, living or dead, is entirely coincidental.All

rights reserved. No part of this book may be used or reproduced electronically or in print

without written permission, except in the case of brief quotations embodied in

reviews.Copyright © 2015 Dedication To my Lady Warriors who continue to inspire me with

their strength, love and endless examples of how to straighten my crown and move forward like

the Queen I want to be: Sandi, Ceejae, Lizette, Stacey, Cassandra, Leisha, Margaret,

Chris,Tabitha and Traci. And to my darling nieces, Ruthie, Michelle, Jussy, Jessica, Jennifer,

Rachel and Lexie. Always choose the Beast, my little loves. Unless there's a dragon. Then

choose the dragon. I love you.Prologue From the Journal of Alexander LakelandNovember

21st, 2012 It's been exactly 20 days since my Huntress "knocked that bitch on her ass proper."

I'd like to note those were her words, not mine although I do share the sentiment. Yes, my

stubborn, cheeky, eccentric Sabrina vanquished our enemy, Morgan Le Faye, freeing Earth

Kind and Other Kind from her growing menace, allowing us all peace and a new, euphoric

esprit de corps. It's been exactly 20 days since my Huntress "knocked that bitch on her ass

proper." I'd like to note those were her words, not mine although I do share the sentiment. Yes,

my stubborn, cheeky, eccentric Sabrina vanquished our enemy, Morgan Le Faye, freeing Earth

Kind and Other Kind from her growing menace, allowing us all peace and a new, euphoric

esprit de corps. After centuries alone, I am once more reunited with my brother in arms, Arthur

and Gawain and the sisters of my heart, Guinevere and Nimue. Merlyn even makes sure to

check in regularly after centuries of sad silence. The unbreakable bond the Lost Children of

Camelot forged in the dark days of our early lives remains inviolate. I think we all feel the same

way in there will be no more extended separations, nor will we scatter to the winds and lose

touch. Apart, we are powerful. Together, our possibilities are endless. And Sabrina, as before,

the Light shining down on us all, bringing a unity back into our lives we'd thought gone

forever. There are times I'm loathe to let her from my sight, afraid I'm only going to wake up to

find the past few weeks nothing more than the sad longings of dreams. She brought me back

to life, dragging me back into a world of vibrant color and the happy music of her husky

laughter never fails to enchant me. I hadn't realized it until my heart returned to me, I didn't find

much laughter or happiness in this world which had taken the best thing in it from me. All the

hopes of the past have found a home in the future. Not a day goes by I don't show her how

much she means to me. It is my personal, unspoken vow to her. She says I quiet her mind,

bring things into focus and give her balance, pulling her back from the edge my Padawan loves

to dance along daily. The others told her how happy they are I am smiling once more, I didn't

find occasion to after she died nor any of the years following. How could I? I would gladly and

willingly pull down every star in the sky should she ask it of me. I plan on spoiling her rotten all

the days of our lives for she has brought meaning back into mine. However, there is one thing

I'm lacking and although I know she loves me, I'm not sure Sabrina can fill this particular desire

of mine and it scares me. Tonight, I'll be taking a step I never thought to. Right now, I smell

smoke and when there is smoke, there's fire. Generally started by Sabrina.Chapter One "Sorry

about the fuss, Alex. False alarm. Again."Alexander Lakeland shook his head and clasped the

other man's proffered one, giving it a firm shake. "No need for apologies, Bill. I don't understand

why the neighbors called it in but I'm the one sorry you and the boys wasted time coming here.

Thanks for taking a look around." The fire chief nodded, stepped back and jogged down the



massive set of stone steps leading to the circular driveway. Only when the fire department was

completely gone from view did Alex close the front doors to his mansion and cast a fond

glance at the dark haired beauty half hiding by the curtains nearest the front porch

window. Sabrina, or Bri as she preferred, shrugged, crossed arms over her ample chest and

grumbled. "What? I thought everything was microwave safe now, babe. There was no label on

it. It wasn't even a real fire." She paused, shifting on the balls of her Doctor Who clad socked

feet. "And I put it out myself. Again." Alex chuckled, reaching out to wrap his arms around her

waist, slowly pulling her flush with his own body. "Be that as it may, my love. You put a metal

bowl in a microwave. On 22 minutes." He smirked. "Then walked away." The warm feel of her

small fingers curling around his hips filled Alex with simple, divine bliss. Would he ever get

used to it? He fervently hoped not. "In my defense, I didn't realize I'd doubled tapped the two

key. And I only walked into the living room..." "Where you promptly lost focus because...?" He

teased, loving the glints of speckled gold filling the amber irises when she grew annoyed or

highly aroused. Sabrina narrowed her gaze, mumbling low. "Didn't quite catch all that?" Alex

needled shamelessly. Her lips thinned out. "I said, I got distracted by that painting some guy

made of you a billion years ago hanging over the sofa. Douche."
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Sabrina G, “Thanksgiving meets New Camelot. Beauty and the Feast did not disappoint!

Funny, full of snark, and slight mystery. I was happy to see the return of all of my favorite

characters. It picks up where the first two New Camelot books end, and introduces what I

believe to be a teaser for part three of the series! So yay for what hopefully means more! And

let's not forget the (long overdue) surprise....While I highly recommend this short, I also

recommend reading the first two books in order to understand the characters better. Here's to

hoping for more New Camelot in the future!”

Summer Ross, “sweet. I really enjoyed this Thanksgiving short by miss James. As always she

provided entertaining dialogue, witty character's that come from her full length novels, and a

short plot that kept me wondering. I'd love to tell you the summary but that would ruin the

awesome surprise.This short story was read in one sitting because I couldn't put it down.
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James didn't disappoint and kept me guessing and yearning for more from my favorite

characters.”

Tabitha, “Happy Thanksgiving!. This was a very fun read for a holiday book. You get to interact

your favorites and also be witness to a sweet surprise. This New Camelot is a fantastic read

and kick a$$ series.  Can't wait for more! Much love to our Author Queen.”

melissa findley, “Humor. Such a humorous novella. Poor Sabrina thinking Alex is off with

another woman. Alex is trying only trying to find the perfect gift for Sabrina. This story made me

laugh so much. Even note so when Sabrina burns Thanksgiving dinner.”

Anastascia Michaels, “I love this story. I love this story! A great short in the wonderful New

Camelot series that I absolutely love reading. Torie James is one of my favorite authors. I

cannot wait to read more of the next chapter in the lives of Sabrina and Alex and all of their

wonderful New Camelot friends. It makes me want to go back and read the first two books

again! This was just a teaser of what is to come!!!!”

The book by Lisa Gache has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 6 people have provided feedback.
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